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What Josef Strzygovski did not see
Vladimir Peter GOSS

Abstract

By discussing two works far apart in space and time, the fourth Oseberg sled (early 9th 
ct.), and the capital from Rab in Zadar (11th ct.) the author raises some issues of analogies 
which are difficult to account for. Both pictures appear in Josef Strzygowski’s book on 
Early Croatian Art, and Strzygowski missed to see that the bird in the center of both 
representations is the same.

One may disagree with some of his interpretations, but Strzygowski’s approach is 
often refreshingly modern, i.e., in line with the research into “cultural landscape” as prac-
ticed by such scholars as Scully, Yi-Fu Tuan and Schama, and defined by Christopher 
Wood as “positive globalism.”

The similarity may due to the fact that the motif itself belongs to a distant past. 
Linguistics reconstructs forms that are no more, forming clusters of sounds with an *. 
Non-existing but presumed forms referring to Indo and pre-Indo European past should 
also be considered in visual arts.

In his book Kulturni genom Andrej Pleterski has pointed out that some “mythical 
stories,” as well as the rare visual renderings thereof (e.g., the Idol from Zbruč), may be 
related to Indo European or even earlier models. An exchange is possible between visual 
art and language since, as Denis Dutton has proposed, languages are never incommen-
surable: they can be translated into one another. A century ago Strzygowski grasped the 
essence of the issue. What we have carefully proposed would help promote widening and 
deepening of our field. 

Keywords: Croatian Pre-Romanesque Art, Josef Strzygowski, Oseberg, Indo European 
studies, Cultural landscape

Over the last decade I have written several times on “what Josef Strzygowski 
did not know.”1 In the following lines I will write on “what J. S. did not see.”

I do not claim to be a Strzygowski expert. I have read a handful of his books, 
but far from all. I am not a Strzygowski apologist, either. My fascination with him 
stems from my undergraduate days at the University of Zagreb in the early sixties, 

1  Goss, 2006, 2007 and 2015.
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when just mentioning his name could get you expelled from the Department of 
Art History. A simplistic argument was that “Strzygowski was a nazi.” A more 
sophisticated view claimed that Sytzygowski was a muddle-headed dilettante 
dealing in romanticist mystification and rampant nationalism.

The only Strzygowski book then available to me: Starohrvatska umjetnost (Early 
Croatian Art) written in 1925, was indeed a muddle, and I fully agreed with the 
harsh criticism launched upon it by a Croatian in the anti-Strzygowski camp in 
Vienna, Ljubo Karaman.2 Strzygowski did not know the material, his comparisons 
were poorly chosen. Whereas such scholarly objections made sense, later political 
accusations did not. Strzygowski wrote with sympathy about the art of the oppressed 
– Armenians, Copts, Asia’s Christian minorities, Finns. When it was politically not 
quite correct to talk about Croatian art in Croatia itself, Strzygowski declared the 
Croats to be “the Greeks among the Slavs!” Talking with sympathy about Slavs did 
not go down well even in Slavic countries. It was, again, nationalism and racism, in 
strict opposition to the elevated goals of the World Revolution. 

Having exhausted the library at the School of Arts and Sciences I moved over 
to Architecture. At the Department of Architectural History in Zagreb, chaired 
by my Mother, Sena Gvozdanović Sekulić, I found a number of Strzygowski’s 
books. My German was just good enough to understand titles and captions. Yet 
new worlds of the Caucasus – of Armenia and Georgia – of the medieval Asia 
Minor and Mesopotamia, of the Coptic Egypt, of, finally, endless expanses of Asia 
and Northeastern Europe opened in front of me. As somebody who has spent 
his life suspecting that the majority is (almost) always wrong, my curiosity kept 
growing. In the meantime it was time to do some standard scholarship, and I came 
across Strzygowski again only in the eighties when reviewing for the Journal of 
Architectural Historians David Buxton’s wonderful book on the wooden churches 
of Eastern. Europe.3 Buxton was aware of Strzygowski’s sins, both scholarly and 
political, yet he concluded that without his vision and the spirit of enquiry we 
would not know even the little we know about the other Europe, the one outside 
the elitists and politically, nationally and religiously exclusivist European West. 
Buxton openly said, that he owed him a lot “and so do we all.”4 Some twenty years 
later at the conference entitled “Universal and/or Particular Values in Art History,” 
Collegium Budapest, May, 2005, I presented my first paper on the topic of what 

2  Strzygowski, 1925; Karaman, 1930.

3  Buxton, 1981.

4  Buxton, 1981, 7.
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“J. S. did not know.” By then it had become quite clear to me that Strzygowski’s 
political escapades, as inexcusable as they are, were primarily motivated by the wish 
for worldly gain and glory, that his combativeness and lack of tact must have neces-
sarily made him lots of enemies, that his scholarly methods left a lot to be desired, 
but also that the debt Buxton was talking about was big and real. I finalized my 
opinion in a paper “The Pre-Romanesque Art of Pagan Slavs? More on what Josef 
Strzygowski did not know.”5 As I decided to present in that paper also my views 
on the Chapel at Aachen it seemed necessary to read Strzygowski’s contribution 
to the subject. And was I struck! What he does is to carefully put together a case 
for the non-Classical elements of the Aachen chapel by considering works of other 
arts which may be related to the chapel. To use a more contemporary idiom, he 
constructs a cultural language of a group of monuments of which the chapel is the 
key piece. One may disagree with some of his interpretations, but the method is re-
freshingly modern, i.e., it falls in line with the research into “cultural landscape” as 
it has been proposed over last half a century by such scholars as Scully, Yi-Fu Tuan 
and Schama, research mostly neglected by the “mainstream” art history still today.6

The book on Aachen is probably the most successful among Strzygowski’s 
studies in those terms. It could be so since it deals with a relatively narrow field 
of mostly well-researched monuments. When the sheer number of monuments 
and their relative anonymity imposed itself as a lure into speculation, as in Strzy-
gowski’s well-known studies of Asia Minor, Armenia, or even the whole of Asia, 
as the factual basis was less complete and had to be filled in by speculation (at-
tempting an Asiens Bildende Kunst by any individual scholar even today is obvious-
ly a mission impossible), Strzygowski could not resist this lure.7

Yet such approach even when flawed does not contradict the fact that with an 
intuition of a genius Josef Strzygowski grasped the existence of cultural landscapes 
beyond reach of the western scholarship. The materials he encountered and trans-
mitted to the exasperated western “humanists” were unfortunately scattered, insuffi-
cient and un-systemized. In the lines that follow I would like to present an example 
of Strzygowsky’s brilliant intuition which he failed to pursue to the (obvious?) end.

In his book on early Croatian art Stryzgowski naturally discusses the orna-
mental world of interlace sculpture making some worthwhile distinctions within 
the body of such material in Croatia. Among other things he describes and shows 

5  Goss, 2006, 2007 and 2015.

6  Stryzgowski, 1904; Tuan, 1990; Schama, 2004; Scully, 1962; also, most recently Goss, 2014b.

7  Strzygowski, 1903, 1913 and 1930.
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pictures of the prow of the fourth Oseberg sled (beginning of the 9th ct.), and the 
capital from Rab in Zadar,8 dated by Petricioli to the 11th ct. (figs. 1, 2).9 Surprisingly 
enough, Strzygowski missed to see that the bird in profile appearing in the center 
of both representations is the same. Limited space does not allow us a detailed de-
scription, but any viewer could see striking similarities in the positioning of the bird 
shown in profile and its placement within the interlaces. The differences are limited 
to the fact that the Oseberg piece was done by a master, whereas the Rab capital 
is a somewhat awkward rendering, and that the Oseberg is superbly modeled and 
polished wood, whereas the Rab one is a somewhat coarse job in stone. Again, space 
limits do not allow us to deal with the content, but for our purposes, it does not 
matter much what the bird represents. What matters is that, if the dating is correct 
(and the one of Oseberg is beyond suspicion, and Petricioli’s dating has never been 
questioned, either) we have almost totally the same motif in a wood carving of the 
9th century in Scandinavia and in an 11th ct. stone relief in the Adriatic. Imagining a 
visiting 11th ct. Norwegian at Rab, or a visiting Dalmatian studying wooden Scan-
dinavian sculpture in situ in the 11th ct. does not seem to be a sound proposition.10

So what shall we do?
I maintain that the similarity of the motif is due to the fact that the motif 

itself belongs, may I say, linguistically, to a very distant past. 
What do I mean by “linguistically”?
Art is language. It communicates. It uses systems of forms in order to do so. By 

viewing the forms we “read” woks of art. Therefore, what applies to language and its 
history should be applicable to art. In the briefest terms, historical linguistics trace 
forms of a language back to Indo European or even pre-Indo European stages. 
Studying those historical vicissitudes, we discover how languages developed, how 
they interacted, why there are analogies, why differences. In saying this I am not 
doing anything especially new. Strzygowski himself was looking for roots of some 
of the forms he was particularly interested in, and Baltrušaitis’ was a career mostly 
applied to the same pursuit n a very intelligent and imaginative manner.11

Linguistics teaches us how to look for and reconstruct forms that are no 
more. I am referring to those strange clusters of sounds with an *, so mystifying 
and baffling to the non-expert. 

8  Strzygowski, 1925, 155, 160.

9  Petricioli, 1960, 66.

10  On Oseberg in general: Sjovold, 1971. See also Petricioli, 1960, 66

11  Baltrušaitis, 1931, 1934, 1960, etc.; also Revterswärd, 1986.
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We do not use the * forms when discussing the visual art language. I believe 
it would be useful if we did. They should help us presume, at least tentatively, an 
existence of an * art form, and enable us to describe it on the basis of what we 
have. So as the linguists invoke non-existing but presumed verbal forms referring 
to Indo and pre-Indo European past, it would be equally legitimate to do so in 
the area of visual forms.12

If you visit the Spiš (Zips) region in eastern Slovakia you will discover as one of 
the greatest assets of an anyhow delightful landscape, a medieval village church, aisle-
less and with a rectangular sanctuary, and a sturdy tower at the entrance.13 Just like 
in Polish, the tower is called “veža,” somewhat confusing for a speaker of Croatian 
who associates the same word with a “porch,” or “entrance hall.” The word appears 
to derive from the Indo-European root *aug indicating “light,” in pre-Slavic weg- 
which with a suffix –ja gives wegja, i.e. veža. We know that the early Slavs made a big 
use of “zemunicas,” half-buried dwellings – a rectangular area dug into the ground, 
covered by some kind of a gable roof. We have a description of such a building from 
the White Croatia beyond the Carpathians by the Arab traveler Ahmed ibn Omar 
ibn Rosteh (early 10th ct.): “In the Slavic land of Gurab (that is the White Croatia 
to the North of the Carpathians) the winters are very cold, so they dig holes which 
they cover with pointed roofs such as one can see in Christian churches upon which 
they put clay …” Thus the “zemunicas” (at least some) bore a certain not negligible 
superstructure which recalled “pointed” church roofs (gable or pyramid?). The Czech 
scholar, Šimun Ondruš, has suggested that one type of Slavic home was a half-bur-
ied building with an added entrance structure constructed from logs. The hole is the 
Veles’s world of “down there,” darkness and winter, the superstructure is the “wegja,” 
Perun’s world of “up there,” summer and light. It would be nice to have an exact 
reconstruction of an early Slavic veža, but even this may suffice to raise a very in-
triguing question: do we have in the wegja a source of one of the most fascinating and 
revolutionary inventions of Pre-Romanesque architecture, the westwork.14

For westwork indeed has no antecedents in the architecture of Antiquity!
This is important for the Eastern Adriatic as within the core of the Early 

Medieval Croatian state, the Dalmatian Highlands around Knin, in the ninth and 

12  Goss, 2010. My main guide into the world of early Slavic linguistics is the monumental oeuvre of Radoslav 
Katičić: Katičić, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2012, 2014.

13  Goss ‒ Gudek, 2009.

14  Goss ‒ Gudek, 2009, 20−21; Belaj, 2007, 136−139. To Professor Belaj I also owe the quote from Ibn Rosteh 
Ondruš, 1975.
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the tenth centuries, there existed a group of buildings displaying characteristics 
of the contemporary Carolingian architecture, including the westwork. The build-
ings could be related to the ruling family and the highest officials of the state, and 
the best preserved example, the church at the source of the Cetina, even bore a 
dedication to the Savior. I do not pretend that by * we have solved a long existing 
problem, but we have at least pointed to an extensive unexplored area which in 
itself means broadening our horizons of research.15

In his path finding book Andrej Pleterski quotes the research by Radoslav 
Katičić on Indo and even Pre-Indo European sources of early Slavic textual frag-
ments, what Pleterski finds applicable to his own research in the “mythical stories,” 
wherein he has provided an extremely rich repertoire of fantastic combinations, 
transmutations, and transformations of forms,16 recalling what in the visual arts 
of our Western Civilization we most typically find in Archaic Greece, the Early 
Middle Ages (“Barbarian art”), or the Romanesque. I should again refer to the 
valuable studies by Jurgis Baltrušaitis. A willing student of the fine arts can find 
here a treasury of forms to trace “linguistically” to their origins, a huge and tedious 
job, but holding a lot of promise. 

In the concluding remarks to his book Pleterski has pointed out that some of 
the forms of his “mythical stories,” as well as of the rare visual renderings thereof 
(e.g., the Idol from Zbruč), may be related to Indo European or even earlier models.17

In an analysis of art, be it of image, sound, movement, space, etc. what a 
scholar needs to establish is the process and the final product. In visual arts those 
final products are somewhat better recorded and preserved than is some other 
areas of the Art. We do have some material witnesses of the pre-historic visual art, 
whereas of the literary works we, at best, have very tentative reconstructions. Both 
Pleterski and Katičić have made such reconstructions with the highest degree of 
scholarly acumen and rigor, yet they are not works of art but, again, at best, infor-
mation on what such art might have contained.18

In his exemplary analysis of the Zbruč Idol, Pleterski has demonstrated how 
much information, meaning and documentation could be packed within a single 

15  I have dealt with the issue of westwork and its role in Croatia ever since my dissertation, “Pre-Romanesque 
and Early Romanesque Architecture in Croatia,” Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., 1972. in some twenty books and 
articles. The best summary of this research is provided by my latest study, listed in the note above, acknowledging also 
my debt to the work of Uve Lobbeday.

16  Pleterski, 2014.

17  Pleterski, 2014, 382.

18  Goss, 2010; Pleterski, 2014; Goss, 2014b.
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object.19 Yet, of course, such a discussion has nothing to do with the object as a 
work of art. One may discard this statement of ours as “sour grapes,” yet this is not 
so. Namely, if an object or phenomenon is not a work of art, it fails as a convincing 
piece of communication. Art is not documentation or information, it is a force that 
raises emotions, persuades, installs fears and hopes, moves into action. Not only 
the humans, but also the celestials. Therefore art is never mere information, it is, as 
Danto has nicely put it, “embodied meaning”, or as art history puts it in general, 
form with content.20 Therefore, art always “lies.” A tower is taller and fatter than 
it needs to be, and it appears even taller and fatter. A color is more intense, a line 
more expressive. Art must affect the audience so it reacts the way the artist and 
those standing behind him want. Thus it is not only what an object does as a doc-
ument or piece of information; what counts is whether it works as a successful and 
convincing piece of communication. A poorly and unconvincingly constructed 
“mythical landscape,” or any cultural landscape for that matter, is a failure. Simply, 
it is not recognized and experienced at all. This “additional” effect is not just what 
some call “beauty” or “esthetic values.” Denis Dutton rightly claims that “it is not 
just the emotion as a bare feeling that we want from art, it is … how emotions are 
revealed in the art, through technique, structure, balance, and the blending of the 
sounds … Emotion is not just added to the narrative … but is a mood that im-
bues the whole.” Dutton’s conclusion that art includes “a staggeringly vast range of 
activities and creative products,” matches in full my own conclusion from studies 
of cultural landscapes.21 If you walk down the street toward an intersection won-
dering what is behind the corner turning in your head a “video” of your progress, 
you are creating art! Coming back to Dutton, I agree that “every artistic act … 
is performance .“ The art and artist have their own rules of proceeding. What an 
effective way to shake the viewer of the Zbruč Idol by showing four figures in the 
two upper registers, to switch in the lowermost section to three figures and a star!22

There is no reason not to, or, in fact, there is every reason imaginable to ana-
lyze a landscape (so also mythical) as a work of art. Recognition and naming of 
certain landscape points is very much in harmony with the modern concept of 

19  Pleterski, 2014, 363−383.

20  Danto, 2006, 139ff.

21  Dutton, 2009, 66, 123, 187, 234; Goss, 2014b (as this is a tablet edition no pages could be given); Goss, 2014a, 
introduction.

22  Dutton, 2009, 66, 123, 187, 234; Goss, 2014b (as this is a tablet edition no pages could be given); Goss, 2014a, 
introduction; Pleterski, 2014, 370ff.
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objet trouvé or conceptual art.23 Thus the admirable job of linguists, cultural an-
thropologists, archeologists and other related humanists, still remains incomplete 
without an analysis in terms of art, as such an analysis is the only way to map out 
and understand the spiritual factors. And they are, after all, what moves the hu-
man history.24 Without them, we remain on the level of documentary description. 
On the other hand, a student of art is lost without contributions of his colleagues 
in other branches of humanities. 

So what Josef Strzygowski “did not see” has led us a long way toward some 
very exciting developments and this is what the studies of Art sorely need. For 
Art is a very dangerous, and a very expensive activity. It is a way to creating po-
litical influence, enhancing social standing, and increasing commercial gain. Thus 
it must be tightly controlled and “politically correct”, i.e., reflect what those who 
make key decisions consider to be PC. In doing this the establishment relies on 
“art experts,” students and critics of art who promote what the center of power 
decides to be correct. As governments, social classes, and banks depend on it, one 
may seriously raise the question of to what extant any study of art reflect stand-
ards of independent and objective research. The exclusivist and elitist nature of 
Western Europe centered art studies and humanities has not been abolished even 
by the formation of the EU. A century ago Strzygowski questioned such a stance 
and was punished by a “damnatio memoriae,” which, admittedly, he partially de-
serves.25 What we have tried to carefully propose here would bring much deserved 
objectivity and order into that exclusivist world of “high” art studies, in itself not 
a mean accomplishment in widening and deepening our field. To quote Dutton 
again: “The universality of art and artistic behaviors … suggests that they derive 
from a natural innate source: a universal human psychology …The universality 
of art resembles another persistent human proclivity: language use … Despite 
vocabulary and surface grammar differences … languages are never incommen-
surable: they can be translated into one another. This is possible because language 
structure is shared across cultures and because languages are tied to universal pre-
linguistic interests, desires, needs, and capacities.”26

I could not propose a better motto for what we have tried to derive from what 
JS “did not see”. 

23  Dutton, 2009, 242.

24  Kitzinger, 1972, 57−102.

25  Goss, 2014a, esp. Introduction, Conclusion and chapter 5.

26  Dutton, 2009, 30.
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We offer these few thoughts for the anniversary of a great scholar who has done 
so much to shed light on the mysterious and wonderful world of medieval art.
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Fig. 1: Oslo, The Viking Ship Museum, Fourth Oseberg Sled, ca. 830, detail, drawing by Karina 
Sladović, Academic Painter, after J. Strzygowski, Starohrvatska umjetnost, Zagreb 1925, p. 155.
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Fig. 2: Zadar, Archeological Museum, Capital from Rab, 11th. ct., detail, drawing by Karina 
Sladović, Academic Painter, after J. Strzygowski, Starohrvatska umjetnost, Zagreb 1925, p. 160.


